































































































i告 新 i自 新
教科に関する科目 40-今 20 40-~ 20 
教職に関する科呂 19-タ31 19-ぅ23
教科又は教職に関する科目 8 16 
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Structure of curriculum in tεa ch er」trai口ingco訂 se
日iroyukiNAKAMURA 
1. As for the teacher training system in Japan, the system of open is taken and the 
teacher training is done with two type (the teacher training university, the faculty, 
and other general universities and faculties). The curriculum of the teacher-training 
course of a general university is not made a system easily because it becomes a sub-
curriculum in the main curriculum of the faculty. 
2. The law of teacher’s license was greatly revised in 2000. The purpose is in the pro-
motion of“Teacher who had practical ability”. Subjects such as“Teacher theory" 
and “The composite exercise for teacher’s course”were additionally newly estab-
lished in the purport. Other “Teaching method of subject" and “Education practice”， 
etc. were enhanced. 
3. Making to the system and the practice of the curriculum in the part which affected 
teacher’s practical ability were attempted from a viewpoint above-mentioned 1.2. 
1) Structure of curriculum 
“The composite exercise for teacher’s course”was observation in the new law 
of teacher’s license the focus was appropriated to“Teaching job synthesis maneu-
ver”and three aspects demanded in that were analyzed. And it was analyzed three 
aspects demand. 
a. By which human race’s modern problem is assumed to be theme. 
b. By which the theme is analyzed and is examined. 
c. Each of guidance of the above-mentioned to the child and the student. 
Records a, b, and c was put out teaching of“The composite exercise for 
teacher’s course”as readiness. 
The part of a islearnt by “Faculty common subject”． 
The part of b islearnt by “Basic Seminar". 
The part of c islearnt by “Theory of teaching method”． 
An overall summary is done in “The composite exercise for teacher’s course”． 
2) Practice of systematic curriculum 
a. Human race’s modern problem is located in“Faculty common subject" . 
b. Report of case and trial example of curriculum of “召asicSeminar”． 
c. Practice of Micro Teaching in “Theory of teaching method”． 
3) Practice of“The composite exercise for teacher’s course” 
Group study and students assistant’s systems were taken, were put, and were 
practiced in the “The composite exercise for teacher’s course”which had started 
at current year, so a smooth maneuver was able to be done. 
